AEN would like to thank Capt. Tim Kenney, for the fruitful and enjoyable meeting we had on April 27th, 2017 in the Rightship premises based in London.

“We really appreciated our conversation and all information exchanged was absolutely invaluable” says Mr. Tsoumpos.

An increasing number of charterers are factoring energy efficiency into their vessel selection process using RightShip’s GHG Emissions Rating. The GHG Rating enables the comparison of the relative energy efficiency to the peer group based on the characteristics of the vessel at build (with A Rating being the most efficient and a G Rating being the least efficient).

RightShip recognises the reliability of the GHG Rating calculations and correlates to the accuracy of source data used. AEN and RightShip proceeded to the confirmation of our vessels’ particulars and updated the relevant database that finally resulted to the re-calculation of the rating.

Looking forward to the next meeting in the near future!
M/V ASTRAEA SB has successfully completed a USCG inspection in New Orleans, USA, on 24th April 2017 with no observations / deficiencies, contributing to the Company’s KPI for Zero Detentions within the year.

Fire and Abandon Ship Drills were successfully conducted in the presence of the USCG Officers.

We would like to express our sincere thanks to all crew members for their excellent performance during the USCG Inspection!

She also completed her periodic inspection. Capt. Christakis Georgiou, C/E Vasileios Angelikas and the DPA – Mr. Evangelos Tsoumpos experienced an effective mutual cooperation.

The Company’s key shore staff has proceeded with a thorough inspection and audit on board with the effective cooperation of all crew members as part of our continuous efforts to identify any weaknesses and work with the immediate rectification of them.
AEN through a Bulletin attempts to communicate the AEN SAFETY CAMPAIGN among the crew members of the vessels so as to prevent any accidents. The new AEN SAFETY CAMPAIGN is titled:

“YOUR FAMILY NEEDS YOU”

If you are a Safety Leader, you are a motivated professional who wants to do a good job and does not want to get hurt on the job. You address safety risks in your personal life as well as your professional life, even when no one else is looking.

One important aspect of the Safety Committee is that “rank” stays outside the door. During the meeting, all participants must be recognized as equals and have the chance to be heard.
We are pleased to inform you that on 19th May 2017, the Office SMS Annual Audit has been successfully carried out by Class NK Surveyor, Mr. Vrontorinakis I., without any non-conformities and/or observations raised.

Taking this opportunity, we would like to thank ALL OF OUR CREW and SHORE STAFF for their contribution to maintain high quality of performance, reach higher levels of operations and fulfill our Company's targets and Vision; "To be a Constantly Respected Ships Management Company"; especially during this tough period for shipping industry.

Rough times for our ASTRAEA SB, as she encountered rough weather conditions while approaching Vancouver. We are very proud she managed to sail easily and we would like to congratulate for once again, our dear Captain and Crew!
Welcome to AEN Crew

The Company recognizes the importance of the human element in the safe operation of ships.

A.E. Nomikos Shipping Investments Limited (AEN) was founded in 1985.

At AEN, we are proud of managing a young fleet operated for our high-profile customers and can ensure the comfort of a reliable environment and long-term employment. Inspired by our vision to be a respected Ships Management Company of choice for the global sea transportation, maintaining traditional values, AEN offers opportunities for sharing common values and dreams achieved through continuous career development in an international, competitive and growing industry.

AEN constantly creates a corporate CULTURE of ties and obligations, through transparency, integrity and sound ethics, thus insuring an effective operation of the fleet, in terms of HQSE, with respect to people, clients and the environment.

AEN needs diversity within fleet personnel. The greater the variety of perspectives on board, the greater the ideas we can develop via mutual cooperation and professionalism showing capability, responsibility and competence in each area of expertise.

If you can’t find what you’re looking for, please visit our web page regularly for all of the very latest shipping jobs or alternatively contact our team.

All applications will be treated as strictly confidential.
Editor’s note
By Evangelos Tsoumpos, Naval Architect & Marine Engineer

Undoubtedly, the second quarter of the year was very busy for the AEN family; that period was extremely fruitful, exchanging invaluable information with our partners, launching our second Safety Campaign, developing our R&D program, planning the future, investing in training on board and ashore.

Moreover, we experienced hard tests of our performance via ashore audits and on board PSC inspections with impressive results that gave us strength to become even better and support our vision!